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In the competitive business environment with growing customer demands, companies continuously
strive to roll out improved business capabilities. Their goal is to quickly deliver reliable software
products to the market, as well as constantly improve them to drive stronger business results. To do
this, organizations need to implement DevOps for their project development. This ensures the
promotion of communication and collaboration between Development and IT Operations teams at all
stages of product creation. 

While incorporating a DevOps culture, automating the deployment process throughWhile incorporating a DevOps culture, automating the deployment process through APIs and
optimizations helps organizations to streamline and speed up the development and deployment
processes. It will improve efficiency and reliability, while reducing overall production time and the
associated risk therein. The size of the DevOps market is set to be $12.85 billion by 2025. Now is the
time to implement DevOps and optimize your organization’s offerings! 

BigR.io is a US based technology and
consulting company with its headquarters in
Boston and stands out as a thought leader
in DevOps services, automating away the
inefficiencies and improve the quality and
reliability of software. BigR.io’s DevOps
consulting services will help organizations toconsulting services will help organizations to
advance their software delivery life cycle,
workflows, and time to market using rapid
iterations and continuous improvement. 

We strategize your business to drive the
benefits from technology advances by; 

        Developing DevOps Roadmap &
        Framework.
        Understanding the tools used for release
        management and identify gaps. 
               Managing & Governing DevOps Adaption. 
        Developing an IT operating model
        based off DevOps Principles.
        Auditing the security of existing
        application release.

BigR.io will implement and run the tools
necessary for; 

        Identifying areas where automation can
        be implemented for environment
        provisioning.
        Automating migration of application
        across environments.        across environments.
        Implementing continuous integration
        and orchestration tools.
        Identifying root causes and provide
        feedback to the DevOps implementation
        team.
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With our broad expertise and access to large pool of talents, we build teams with top product owners,
senior software engineers, coders, architects, business consultants, seasoned QA engineers,
designers, project and product managers. They are customized to foster a collaborative environment,
a culture of end-to-end responsibility, continuous improvement to meet your business needs and
business processes. The implementation of DevOps may vary across companies, but BigR.io DevOps
engineers are among the best in the world, ready to join your operations team and contribute
immediately to your companyimmediately to your company’s goals and processes. Let’s start the journey! If you are interested to
know about our DevOps services, please email us at innovation@bigr.io
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